The CWU Music Department
And
Jazz Studies Area
Present

**CWU Jazz Combos**
Featuring Brazilian Themed Music

**Tuesday, March 10th, 2020**

6:00 “Early” Concert

selections TBA from the stage

**Purple Combo**
coached by Vijay Singh

Eli Moffatt, drums; Gavin Wilson, bass; Kevin Starr, piano
Max Bennett, sax; Brad Bjorn, sax; Gabi Hart, vocals

**Red Combo**
coached by Vijay Singh

Gavin Treglown, drums; Brea Pierce, bass; Nick Colletto, piano;
Shaina Ellis, sax; Max G.S., sax

**Green Combo**
coached by Chris Bruya

Zach Mautz, drums; Braydon Gordon, bass; Cade O’Haver, piano
Joe Walrath, sax; Nathan Fisher, trumpet; John Joy, trombone

**Purple Combo**
coached by Vijay Singh

Eli Moffatt, drums; Gavin Wilson, bass; Kevin Starr, piano
Max Bennett, sax; Brad Bjorn, sax; Gabi Hart, vocals

**Red Combo**
coached by Vijay Singh

Gavin Treglown, drums; Brea Pierce, bass; Nick Colletto, piano;
Shaina Ellis, sax; Max G.S., sax

**Green Combo**
coached by Chris Bruya

Zach Mautz, drums; Braydon Gordon, bass; Cade O’Haver, piano
Joe Walrath, sax; Nathan Fisher, trumpet; John Joy, trombone
The CWU Music Department  
And  
Jazz Studies Area  
Present  

**CWU Jazz Combos**  
Featuring Brazilian Themed Music  

**Tuesday, March 10th, 2020**  
8:00 “Late” Concert  
selections TBA from the stage  

**Violet Combo**  
coached by Stephen Pickard  
Cameron Olsen, drums; Reid Whitecotton, bass; Aaron Rausch, piano; Selena Addison, voice; Gabe Bradley, alto sax; Josh Gentile, trombone

**Orange Combo**  
coached by Chris Bruya  
Chiaya Odle, drums; Bradon Gordon, bass; Allison Banchero, piano  
Kyle Sauer, vocals; Jacob Mason, trombone; Mairead Rising, sax

**Blue Combo**  
Coached by Stephen Pickard  
Nathan Sauther, drums; Drew Colello, bass; Zacara Kim, piano  
Amy Boedigheimer, trumpet; Tim Kuske, trombone

**Yellow Combo**  
coached by Chris Bruya  
Aaron Tuchhardt, drums; Jake Houser, B-3 organ  
Henry Fernstrom, sax; Jaocb Batchelder, trumpet; Noah Pettibon, sax